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Abstract: Since 2011 more than 100 students from Ohio University have travelled to Edinburgh,
Scotland, to study history, urban planning, and sustainability. In this paper we recount the genesis
of this highly successful program, situate it in the broader literature on urban sustainability and
study abroad, and then unpack its contents. We then consider how the adoption of green living
practices combined with hands-on and experiential learning activities developed specifically for this
program—including sustainability diaries, green spaces surveys, group research projects, and walking
tours—complement content that is delivered in the classroom, and furthermore, how an emphasis
on planning history and social equity contributes to student understanding of the forces that shape
urban landscapes over time. In the end, we conclude that an urban sustainability theme conjoined
with a location abroad presents educators with an opportunity to communicate critical sustainability
principles that would be difficult to replicate if students did not leave their home university.
Keywords: Edinburgh; Scotland; experiential learning; green living; social equity; study abroad;
urban history; urban planning; urban sustainability

1. Introduction
In summer 2011, faculty at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio, USA, and the University of Edinburgh
in Scotland, UK, launched the Edinburgh: City and Environment study abroad program. The origins
of the program date to 2008 when its primary architects first conceived the idea at the annual meeting
of the European Association for Urban History in Lyons, France. These initial conversations eventually
paved the way for a partnership between the two institutions, and subsequently, the creation of a
successful interdisciplinary academic enterprise that has brought more than 100 American students to
the University of Edinburgh to study history, urban planning, and sustainability.
The Edinburgh: City and Environment program was designed with two goals in mind: to meet the
demands of a growing number of undergraduate students for a short-term study-abroad experience;
and to develop a course of study focused on urban planning and sustainability that would appeal to
geography majors and others interested in human-environment interactions. Although not formally
articulated, we also hoped the program’s emphasis on experiential learning and sustainability would
have a ripple effect, inspiring transformative lifestyle changes among participants who might pass
these behaviors on to students and others unable to travel abroad.
Given Ohio University’s rural location, the opportunity to study urban planning in a European
capital offers numerous advantages. In addition to experiencing everyday life in a bustling urban
center, Ohio University students—most of whom grew up in automobile-dependent suburbs—were
able almost immediately to identify key attributes that distinguish European cities from their American
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counterparts. Most obvious at the outset were the existence of a comprehensive public transit system,
a physical infrastructure that facilitates walking and biking, and an extensive network of public
parks and gardens. With its dormitory-style accommodations and teaching spaces that promote
energy saving, water conservation, and waste reduction, the University of Edinburgh is an ideal
host for a program focused on urban sustainability. The University has a dedicated Department
of Social Responsibility and Sustainability, and was judged Highly Commended in the Sustainable
Institution of the Year category at the 2019 International Green Gown Awards. The award recognized
Edinburgh’s demonstrable actions in delivering a positive impact on society, including the University’s
commitments to becoming carbon neutral by 2014, and to fully divest themselves from fossil fuels
by 2021 (University of Edinburgh 2016).
In this paper, we review the recent literature on study abroad, including the development of
programs that have employed experiential learning techniques to address sustainability concerns.
We then dissect the Edinburgh: City and Environment program, examining how various experiential
learning activities adopted over the years support and reinforce content delivered via lectures and
readings, and how an emphasis on planning history and social equity demonstrates how cities have
dealt with sustainability challenges in the past and how urban landscapes evolve over time. Finally,
we consider how students have responded to the program as well as the value of using a location
abroad to communicate urban sustainability principles.
2. Study Abroad–Trends and Benefits
Study abroad programs have undergone numerous changes over the past several decades.
One of the most significant relates to program duration. Once touted as “junior year study abroad,”
semester-long and even shorter lengths of time are now increasingly the norm. According to
Coker et al. (2018), 60 percent of study abroad experiences today last one to eight weeks. Although
scholars debate the merits of short-term programs—with critics arguing they are little more than
glorified tourism opportunities with course credits attached—a growing body of evidence suggests
that all study abroad experiences, regardless of length, offer benefits to students (Chieffo and Griffiths
2004; Ingraham and Peterson 2004; Williams 2005; Cusick 2009; Tarrant et al. 2014; Coker et al. 2018).
For example, Chieffo and Griffiths (2004, p. 172) assert that short-term programs “are worthwhile
educational endeavors that have significant self-perceived impacts on students’ intellectual and
personal lives,” while Tarrant et al. (2014, p. 142) maintain they are “crucial for achieving broad and
more egalitarian access to study abroad for U.S. undergraduates.”
As study abroad programs evolved during the 1970s and 1980s, so too did attitudes toward global
environmental problems. A trend that has emerged in the past decade is the blending of study away
experiences with sustainability education (Cusick 2009). Cusick (2009, p. 802) opines that universities
are well positioned “to provide leadership on issues of sustainability,” and further, that study abroad
“can nurture a sense of global stewardship, but only when the program curriculum and instructors
are well informed of the issues that created unsustainable societies.” Reilly et al. (2016, p. 30) note
that study abroad “provides an opportunity to explore sustainability beyond the classroom, offering a
broader perspective of the triple bottom line.”
The rise of programs that focus exclusively on urban sustainability underscores the important
role cities play in both consuming and conserving resources. Bina et al. (2016, p. 331) call urbanization
among “the most significant global trends of the 21st century” and “a matter of priority” when
it comes to sustainability initiatives. Godfrey (2010, p. 275) is emphatic on this point: “Clearly
there can be no solutions to global ecological problems without addressing urban environmental
issues as well.” While both sustainability and urban sustainability are difficult to define (Mittler 1999;
Jabareen 2012; Buckley 2014; Li et al. 2018), the concept, in Lorr’s words, clearly hints at “a future goal to
be reached by regulating and monitoring urban human behavior to improve the environment while at
the same time improving the economy and equity or social justice” (Lorr 2012, p. 23). In the estimation of
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Li et al. (2018, p. 71), teaching urban sustainability to university students is an especially daunting
task, one that requires “drastic changes to conventional pedagogical structures and processes.”
While traditional knowledge transfer methods may be useful, experiential education,
including “action-oriented experiences that encourage reflection, critical analysis, and synthesis”
offers a particularly effective means by which to communicate urban sustainability principles
(Peterson 2009; Guthrie and Jones 2012; Bell et al. 2016; Tarrant et al. 2014, pp. 145–46). Broadly speaking,
recent studies indicate that combining location abroad with an academic focus on sustainability
delivered by experiential means promotes global citizenship and ecologically conscious behaviors
(Tarrant et al. 2014, 2015). Another strategy, solution-oriented sustainability learning (SOSL), shifts the
emphasis from identifying problems to working out solutions, while also developing competencies
that foster collaboration and problem-solving in the future (Wiek and Kay 2015).
While acknowledging the benefits of study abroad, we must also recognize the environmental
costs. For starters, how can we justify traveling abroad in an era of climate change? The carbon
footprint of airline travel alone should give us pause. Dvorak et al. (2011) maintain that the key
lies in how the experience abroad is extended upon return to the home university: “Experiencing
well-established public transit systems can be all a student needs to start a carpool, bike, or mass
transit project on their campus, and in their home towns and cities” (p. 147). The suggestion here is
that a successful study abroad program focused on sustainability should produce a positive ripple
effect, one that influences the behaviors of students, and others unable to participate directly in the
program (Cusick 2009). Dvorak et al. (2011) further maintain that designing “green” study abroad
programs is, in fact, “a logical extension of sustainability efforts in higher education,” one that hews
more closely to the ideals of both endeavors (pp. 144–45). Taking experiential learning into a new and
innovative direction, Christiansen and Fischer (2010) discuss a study away program they developed
which incorporates “green” practices into the students’ daily routine: “The ‘green’ aspects of the
course included how we traveled within and between cities, where we stayed, what we ate, and,
of course, readings, discussions, speakers, and site visits that explicitly focused on urban environmental
sustainability” (p. 301). They found this design to be an especially engaging way to teach and learn
about environmental sustainability.
3. Experiencing Edinburgh
Grounded in the “three E’s” (environment, economy, and equity—also known as, the triple bottom
line), and the “three D’s” (density, diversity, and design), the Edinburgh: City and Environment
program exposes students to the ecological benefits that accrue to cities that are more densely populated,
offer a diversity of mixed commercial and residential land uses, and are designed around people instead
of cars. They also learn that balancing environmental concerns with economic priorities is challenging;
furthermore, that ensuring an equitable distribution of “goods,” such as parks and affordable housing,
is difficult to achieve. Finally, students come to appreciate that many of the “sustainability” problems
cities face today are not new and that a historical perspective is needed to understand the forces that
created the urban landscape we see today—a point we return to later in this paper when we highlight
two of the program’s modules: the development of the city’s New Town in the eighteenth century;
and the demolition of a working-class neighborhood called Craigmillar.
Students enrolled in the program receive credit for two courses: GEOG 4550—History of Planning
and GEOG 4560—The Just and Sustainable City. In 2013, it was decided that including a brief review
of Scotland’s history and geography at the start of the program would provide valuable background
that would contextualize the broader themes of the program. Students are then introduced to the
organic layout of Edinburgh’s Old Town and the rectilinear design of its Georgian New Town, health
and sanitary improvements, post-World War II planning schemes, community place-making efforts,
and UNESCO World Heritage Site designation. They also attend lectures on historic preservation
and authenticity, urban green space design and management, public health and place, and territorial
stigmatization and gentrification. Lectures and discussions of class readings typically take place in the
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mornings and serve to “theoretically ground” the experiential learning activities that are scheduled
for the afternoons. These activities build on ideas presented in class and foster relationships with
others and the urban environment, culminating in writing assignments and presentations that require
observation, reflection, and analysis on the part of students. Rather than view learning as something
passive that is “done to you” our approach actively involves students as “co-creators” in the learning
process. According to Peterson (2009, p. 543), research indicates “that critical reflection and analysis
though discussion and writing assignments can secure a stronger commitment to and belief in the
student’s ability to make a difference in the world,” a highly desirable outcome given the sustainability
“mission” of the program.
Upon establishing the program, we decided it was absolutely imperative that students not just
learn about sustainability but that they live more sustainably. Thus, following Christiansen and Fischer
(2010), we sought to “green” our program from the outset. First, we secure student accommodation
within walking distance of the University, in close proximity to amenities, such as grocery stores,
pharmacies, restaurants, cafés, and bus stops. Second, Ohio University funds the purchase of student
bus passes to ensure that travel by car is unnecessary. Third, we introduce students to the city’s various
public space amenities and promote their use. Finally, we embed these values in the course curriculum,
including through the design of course assignments. To encourage the acceptance of behaviors that
promote healthy active lifestyles, reduce energy consumption and carbon production, and generate
less waste, students complete two assignments that sharpen their observational skills, allowing them to
reflect on their personal habits, and to incorporate feedback from peers and faculty. The first requires
them to maintain a personal record of the sustainability practices and strategies they observe as they
explore the city. For example, how does Edinburgh compare to the city they are most familiar with
in the U.S.? What practices would they most like to see “exported” when the program concludes?
What obstacles stand in the way of Edinburgh becoming a more sustainable city?
The second assignment sends students to several different parks in Edinburgh. Working in groups,
they compare the parks in terms of size and principal features. Then they explore each green space
thoroughly, describing its users, evaluating its condition, and cataloging its amenities. For example, is
the signage adequate? Are rest room facilities and benches available? Is there playground equipment
for young children? Is the park accessible by car and bus? Are there accommodations for disabled
persons? Students are given two weeks to complete both assignments and encouraged to illustrate
their diaries and surveys with images from their site visits. Frequent feedback from peers and faculty
during the course of the two weeks closes the feedback loop, assuring students they are on the right
track and allowing them to incorporate comments from class sessions. This model of equitable learning,
where students partner with faculty when it comes to assessment through co-designing questions and
criteria that then receive active feedback, has been shown to improve learning outcomes and overall
student experiences (Boud and Dochy 2010).
This pedagogical approach also underpins the course project. This assessed piece of work
is a “Biography of Place” presentation, that is separate from the two assignments detailed above,
and perhaps the most significant project students undertake during the five-week program. Early in
the course, students are divided into small groups and presented with a list of neighborhoods and
streets to choose from for their topic. This introduces an element of equity to the assessed presentation
format. Their task is then to use archival sources—including maps, diaries, government reports,
and contemporary newspaper accounts—and site visits to show how their “place” has changed over
time. Including such a significant autonomous learning element as part of assessment design has been
shown to improve learning outcomes overall (Vandiver and Walsh 2010). Students are also directed to
incorporate the broader themes explained in class lectures and readings (for example, public health
and sanitation), and they are introduced to archival data sets and other historical sources during class
time, and on field trips to the university, city, and national libraries. Students consult periodically with
faculty during assignment briefing sessions and “surgeries,” to enforce the co-design elements and
maximize positive opportunities for feed-forward (Hounsell et al. 2008; Hounsell 2015). At the end of
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the term, a team of faculty scores the presentations and provides oral and written feedback to each
group, alongside a final grade.
As Cusick (2009, p. 805) aptly puts it “a study abroad destination is the classroom and not the
walls and desks of a local campus.” In the case of the Edinburgh: City and Environment program,
our team of instructors has used a combination of activities and assignments to complement lecture
material delivered in a more traditional classroom setting, to diversify and enhance the means by
which students learn, and to get students “into the field.” In particular, journaling has been shown
to be an effective way to extend learning outside the classroom, allowing students to reflect on
their experiences and to integrate them with class work and readings (Stevens and Cooper 2009;
Guthrie and Jones 2012). Meanwhile, working in teams builds confidence, and in the case of study
abroad, helps students bond with one another, connect to their local environment, and participate
more fully in the learning process (Peterson 2009; Sibley and Ostafichuk 2014; Wiek and Kay 2015).
Following Godfrey (2010), our program stresses the value of a historical perspective—one that
reminds us that cities have long sought ways to solve their “sustainability” problems, and that in
so doing, they have sometimes created new ones. In the following section we present two case
studies that underscore the importance of knowing a city’s history while focusing on issues of social
equity—arguably the most neglected and least understood of the “three E’s.”
4. Sustainability in History
Sustainability is a modern term used increasingly in recent years to help us understand how cities
balance concerns of environment, economy, and equity. But sustainability as a concept has a much
longer history—one that reaches hundreds of years into the past. Cities are by definition spaces of
constant change, and making improvements and planning for sustainability is part of how urban
residents think about their environment and plan for the future. Glaeser (2005) argues that cities
constantly re-invent themselves, and that long-term urban success is the result of a city’s ability to
successfully respond to challenges and exogenous shocks. In developing the Edinburgh: City and
Environment program, one of our goals was to place the concept of sustainability in the longue durée—to
make clear that planning for sustainability is not new, and to invite students to consider not only how
notions of sustainability have changed over time, but how the conceptual language we use to discuss it
has also changed. As an experiential learning lab, Edinburgh offers a space for students to witness
firsthand the challenges that the city has faced over time. Hands-on experience is combined with
classroom instruction, as students observe and assess how the city has addressed social, economic,
and environmental concerns. Attention to history through two specific case studies highlights some
core points about sustainability outlined by Glaeser and others: first, that it is not a new concept and
that cities constantly reinvent themselves; second, that cities remain successful by tackling challenges
(though the nature of those challenges changes over time); third, that contemporary challenges are
shaped by inheritance, and often the inheritance of previous efforts aimed to ensure sustainability;
and finally, that issues of equity and power are central to evaluating success.
4.1. Part I: The Old and New Towns of Edinburgh
Today, central Edinburgh is designated as a UNESCO world heritage site. It is notable for the
juxtaposition of the medieval Old Town and the eighteenth-century New Town. The historic center
appears frozen in time. But when we look more closely, we see that it is in fact the result of layers of
urban planning, shaped by changing notions of sustainability and efforts to address several centuries’
worth of challenges. We challenge students to peel through these layers by synthesizing the academic
with the experiential.
We begin the history of sustainability in the eighteenth century, and a walking-tour of the city
offers an opportunity to teach the first lesson: that this issue is not new, and that cities survived
historically by constantly re-inventing themselves and addressing challenges. In the eighteenth century,
urban planners in Edinburgh thought about sustainability—especially as it applied to the economy
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and environment—using the word “improvement.” By the middle of the eighteenth century, many felt
that improvement was needed urgently. In 1700, a visitor to the city would have noted Edinburgh’s
small size and its crowded environment. A population of some 60,000 people was clustered into a city
with a footprint measuring one square quarter mile. Without the ability to build out, the city built
up, leading residents to live with a level of urban density that would shock most Americans today.
This situation was shaped both by the landscape and by the city’s historic inheritance. Edinburgh was
established on a hill for strategic reasons during the medieval period; development to the north was
limited by the presence of a lake and to the west by steep granite cliffs. The main-street or “Royal Mile”
ran down the spine of the hill. Three hundred narrow, tunnel-like streets known as closes or wynds ran
perpendicularly down the sides of the hill. These narrow passageways were not only thoroughfares,
but market spaces where butchers, fishmongers, and farmers sold their produce (Figure 1).
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The physical structure of the city created problems related both to circulation and sanitation.
Narrow streets became congested, and waste left by the market vendors annoyed local residents.
Another problem was that the sewage and disposal system had not changed since medieval times.
The waste created by thousands of people living in tall buildings had to be carried downstairs, where it
was deposited in carts or dumped in the gutters. While contemporaries did not frame waste disposal
problems in terms of modern understandings of public health, they did notice the unpleasant nature of
city sanitation. Elite residents complained about the smells and sights they encountered on the streets,
as well as the difficulties they experienced walking through urban thoroughfares contaminated with
waste (Houston 1994).
Environmental conditions also created an identity problem for the city. During the eighteenth
century, cities were judged by the quality of their environment and by the resources and institutions
they provided (Sweet 2002). An urban renaissance was sweeping Britain, resulting in rebuilding
and rejuvenation projects throughout the nation (Borsay 1989). As Scotland’s center of politics,
administration, and justice, Edinburgh was an important town. It was also wealthy. While its
population accounted for only a fraction of Scotland’s total population, it contributed one third of
the nation’s tax revenue. But it was denigrated as a filthy, crowded, provincial town, and as the
population steadily increased, it was outgrowing its physical space (McKean 2005). City planners
tackled challenges of environment and identity by establishing a new urban development that stands
as one of the earliest examples of suburbanization. In 1752, the city annexed land to the north and
published a proposal to construct new public buildings and residential spaces. These improvements,

Figure 2. James Craig: Plan of the new streets and squares, intended for his ancient capital of
North-Britain, 1768. Source: National Library of Scotland. https://maps.nls.uk/towns/rec/1025.
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it was believed, would naturally transform Edinburgh into a cultural capital as well as a center of trade
and commerce. Over the next 15 years, a bridge (North Bridge) was built over the lake to the north,
and the markets were moved from their former homes in the narrow passageways of the Old Town to a
new area under the bridge (a space which is now occupied by the city’s central train station, Waverley).
The New Town constituted a novel approach to urban development in Edinburgh, in that it planned a
coherent layout for the entire new area, rather than incorporating building as it was needed (Figure 2).
Broad, straight, open thoroughfares replaced narrow streets (Youngson 1966), ensuring the safety of
pedestrians and improving circulation. Streets were paved and drainage improved. Attention to the
environment included the provision of green spaces. Parks, gardens, and squares were integrated into
Figure 1. William Edgar, Plan of the City of Edinburgh, 1765. Source: National Library of Scotland.
the city’s
formal layout.
https://maps.nls.uk/towns/rec/312.
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Edinburgh’s responses to its environmental challenges and its approaches to sustainability can
be taught through experiential learning, because the city’s eighteenth-century spaces are so well
preserved. Through walking tours of the Old Town, students feel what the medieval environment was
like. They experience the crowded and dark nature of the closes and wynds, and they understand the
eighteenth-century impetus to improve. Walking around the city, students can travel through layers of
development. Standing on The Mound, a hill leading between the city’s two halves, the Old Town
hangs like a shadow. As we lead students to the eighteenth-century development, we experience how
the streets become wider, and students notice the sweeping vistas (Figure 3). The houses become
more uniform, and the windows become larger, creating more pleasant domestic spaces. Students
notice the architectural unity of the buildings, and we think about the implications of building in a
neo-classical style.
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label today as “smelly” or “crowded” had different meanings in the past (Jenner 2011). The study of
history, therefore, highlights the need to apply the concept of equity to our study of sustainability,
by considering how urban residents perceived their own environments. Concepts of equity and social
justice demand that we be mindful of whose voices we listen to in both the past and the present.
For those who lived in eighteenth-century Edinburgh, the Old Town was more than a chaotic
and smelly environment: it was a home. People created place out of space; they created meaning
out of the built environment. Distinctive smell and sound environments shaped urban identities and
communicated meanings. For example, because of occupational zoning, it was said that a blindfolded
person in Edinburgh could tell which part of town they were in by the soundscape. The clinking of
Hammermen’s tools was associated with the West Bow, while the cries of vendors selling merchandise
would be associated with particular market areas. The smell of burning tallow would indicate proximity
to Candlemaker Row. Although the noise must have been ferocious and smells strong, these sensory
experiences were more than “noise pollution” or “stench.” They were forms of information that helped
residents to know and navigate their city. They had emotional connotations. Smells considered foul
today, such as burning fish oil, might have suggested comfort in an era when fish oil lamps lit most
homes. Old Edinburgh, then, was not merely a dirty and inconvenient city. The urban environment
was experienced differently by different kinds of people.
We teach about issues of equity and knowledge, by pairing a classroom exercise that involves
reading the historical diaries of travelers who described the city, with experiential learning, by asking
students to keep a sensory experience diary over a period of one week. Through this activity, they
notice the complex nature of the sensory environment and all of its meanings. Though we live in a
predominantly visual culture today, students are often surprised to notice that sounds and smells
continue to communicate meaning, as they did in the past. Smell was not only a feature of air quality,
but a form of useful information, and smell is not the same as stink.
Walking the city provides further evidence of issues of equity. Edinburgh’s eighteenth-century
improvements had a knock-on effect in terms of the distribution of amenities and dis-amenities to
urban residents, and we consider who stood to benefit and who stood to lose from the changes that
were imposed to ensure sustainability. The building of the New Town is an early historical example
of middle class flight from the inner city. As wealthier individuals fled to the New Town, the poor
were left behind and the Old Town eventually became a slum. Furthermore, the public green spaces
of the New Town were in fact not truly public, but were strictly off limits to non-residents (as they
remain today), accessible only to local residents who paid to have a key. While walking around the
city, students notice the social divisions built into the fabric of this early “modern” development,
the separate staircases that were built for servants, and the carefully designed street spaces built for
carriages. We peer over the fences into the gardens, and notice the amenities provided for those who
could afford to flee the inner city.
4.2. Part II: Walking through a Landscape That Doesn’t Yet Exist
Not many visitors to Edinburgh are introduced to Craigmillar, an historically working class
neighborhood on the southern edge of the city. Over a century-long period, the fate of this area
seems to exemplify the “see-saw” of uneven development that Smith (1982) described so compellingly.
Craigmillar urbanized rapidly in the 1930s, propelled by the construction of several large public
housing estates built adjacent to labor-intensive industries. It reached a population of almost 25,000 in
the mid-1960s (Richardson et al. 1975, p. 39), and despite a paucity of nearby services, locals made
an internationally recognized effort to provide their own amenities (Crummy 1992). But despite
these efforts, the area was caught in the crosshairs of underfunding from government and the almost
complete disappearance of viable employment by the early 1980s. Entrenched poverty, coupled with
mounting stigmatization and vilification, saw the population plummet. Statistics collated by the
Scottish Government in the early 2000s showed this to be one of the most deprived wards in Scotland
by multiple measures, right on the edge of the most affluent city (Kallin and Slater 2014). A dramatic
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“regeneration” plan involved the complete demolition of two of the largest estates, but the holy grail of
rising land values was hastily put to rest by the financial crisis. In the decade following 2008, the local
authority courted social housing developers to keep the site moving, and in recent years the upswing
in property values has added wind to the sails of this dramatically changed landscape.
The account above is necessarily sweeping in its generalizations, but it bespeaks a neighborhood
that has changed beyond recognition multiple times. Our challenge with the Edinburgh: City and
Environment program is to give students a sense of this story, but never in isolation. We do not try
to explain the fate of Craigmillar (as popular discourse and policy so often does) by focusing on the
neighborhood itself, as if the source of its troubles lie there alone. Rather, following Massey (1994),
we try to reinforce the importance of seeing uneven development as always relational. Poverty
must be explained in relation to wealth, powerlessness in relation to authority, stigma in relation
to representations of the good life, and so on. This is not only an intellectual exercise in thinking
beyond any given neighborhood—no landscape is local, as Mitchell (2008) would put it—but requires
a combination of approaches, where knowledge is simultaneously emplaced and impossible to place.
Conducting a lecture and leading a walk allows us to get as close to this position as a single
morning session will allow. We start in the classroom. A historical introduction to Craigmillar briefs the
students on what they can no longer see. Key concepts include deindustrialization and gentrification,
thinking closely about Smith’s (1979) idea of the rent gap, and how that logic was incorporated into UK
housing policy (Smith 2002).1 We also encourage the students to think about residualization, whereby
the shrinking of the public housing stock isolated that which remained—economically, spatially, and
politically (Forrest and Murie 1988). Finally, we introduce debt as a central concept, both in terms of a
fiscal straitjacket that forecloses certain policy decisions at the level of the local authority, and as the
mechanism through which structurally unaffordable housing becomes profitable. Students are often
very open to discussing these topics: they know the pressures of rent, debt, and gentrification in their
own cities, and the similarities are apparent even if the context is not.
Then we leave the classroom, and the walk tempers some of that conceptual similarity. The route
is something of a “ghost tour” now, for so much of what we talk about has disappeared, or been
replaced by neat rows of newly built properties. Taking the students through the neighborhood, and
standing in the shadow of two of the city’s most deprived council estates, both of which are now gone,
raises several issues of spatial justice, equitable development, and the seemingly intractable distance
between idealized visions of good “place-making” and a right to stay put (Figure 4).
In their ambitious and controversial plan for Edinburgh’s post-war restructuring, Abercrombie
and Plumstead (1949, p. 48) suggested that the coal pits in Craigmillar would “probably remain for
such uses for a long time to come,” meaning a steady labor supply was required, and houses should be
built nearby. They were wrong. Only nineteen years later, both of Craigmillar’s pits were permanently
closed, victims of a clashing roadmap to the rational future, in which the National Coal Board put
their investment into larger, deeper pits elsewhere (which would, in turn, be permanently closed by
the mid-1980s). Skip forward half a century, and the ambitious plans for the new Craigmillar were
predicated based on land values rising, and continuing to rise. They were also wrong, at least for a
while. And in both instances, these visions of the future were unsustainable: the first tied prosperity
to jobs that would soon disappear, while the second tied prosperity to land values that would soon
crash (due to the very same forms of speculation that had been globally pushing up land values for the
preceding decade).
Sustainability is a word that sometimes feels like it has run thin, evincing a “vague sense of
goodwill” so easily co-opted (Petrucci 2002, p. 103). In contemporary policy parlance, a “sustainable”

1

McKee et al. (2017) point out the importance of spatial nuance when talking about “UK housing policy,” for the Scottish
Parliament has had devolved control of housing policy, since its reconstitution at the turn of the millennium. Despite this,
the dominant ideals and policies in Scottish housing policy at the time when the Craigmillar regeneration project was
formulated were virtually synonymous with policy across the rest of the UK.
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eyes to new ideas and possibilities. Moreover, students—especially urban planning and sustainability
majors—appear motivated to continue new behaviors upon returning to the US.
5.1. Experiential Learning
With respect to our walking tours and “hands-on” activities (e.g., sustainability diaries, green
space surveys, and sensory experience diaries), students made it abundantly clear that these served
as valuable complements to classroom learning and that they enjoyed “doing new things every day.”
Several students mentioned the walking tours to Old Town, New Town, and Craigmillar, specifically.
One student in 2011 wrote: “I really enjoyed the walking tours because it allowed me to see what we
were learning about in class.” Another participant, this one from 2012, stated: “It was such a hands-on
experience. It allowed me to see things we talked about visually and understand easier.” Being able to
“see” what was being learned in the classroom was a familiar refrain repeated across all years. A student
from 2014 remarked that the “on-the-ground experience” of field trips and outside-the-classroom
activities “took the theory from class [e.g., rent gap and gentrification, suburbanization, and middle
class flight] and made it a reality.” A student from 2016 opined that rather than being “lectured to” she
“got to do more field work and experience things first hand.” These evaluations, which stretch across
the years that the program has run, has meant that the format of teaching—with limited time in the
classroom and assignments that require fieldwork—has remained remarkably consistent.
5.2. Sustainability Practices
Easily the most frequent comment we received across all years referred to Edinburgh’s bus
system. Students agreed that the bus pass was “an excellent idea,” that buses were “convenient” and
“very easy” to use, and that the passes were used often, sometimes several times a day. Even students
who rarely if ever used public transportation at home were supportive of the system as this entry from
a sustainability diary in 2019 indicates: “Growing up, I never used the bus to get anywhere. At home,
I have to drive half an hour to get to the closest bus stop. This bus does not have many stops and is
mainly used to get downtown. However, in Edinburgh, the bus system is efficient and easy to use.”
One student evaluation from 2015 noted that the bus system was “great” and that her experience with
“public transportation in general” was a “very valuable” part of her trip.
With respect to mobility, another student from 2015 remarked: “I fully experienced a well utilized
and designed public transportation system and planning designed around walkable streets.” As
the previous comment suggests, students not only notice the efficient bus, tram, and train system,
they experience a built environment conducive to walking, and increasingly, biking. Designated
bike lanes, bike counters, and the presence of bicycle commuters on city streets never fail to draw
comparisons to cities in the US Midwest, where such infrastructure is less well developed (Figure 5).
Students also take note of the advantages of mixed land-use zoning, the availability and varying
quality of green spaces in the city, and the ever-present reminders on display at the residence halls
where they live to reduce water and energy consumption and solid waste generation.
5.3. Sustainability in Scotland and Beyond
Students were effusive in their praise of a mode of learning that combined study abroad with
an urban sustainability theme. According to one student in 2017: “I got to see how Edinburgh was
making moves to be more sustainable and focus on the positives. Whereas at Ohio [University] I feel
as if we would be focusing on the negatives.” Others note that it is “easy to study a city that you’re in”
and that being abroad “makes you more motivated and interested.” The following testimonial from a
geography major in 2015 supports this idea: “With our specific program being on urban planning,
being in a host country was perfect. We were able to identify and apply our knowledge to the city,
versus looking through a text-book/computer screen and imagining it. It was fascinating!” In a clear
reference to equity, one participant in 2017 said that the many different neighborhoods we visited
allowed them to “more fully understand how urban planning affected different residents of the city.”
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“I don’t think I will EVER look at a city the same way ever again.” Living a “greener lifestyle” also
resonated with many of our students, with one person stating: “I will be able to be more critical and
progressive about my surroundings and how to incorporate sustainability into my daily life and the
life of others.” Another volunteered: “I was actually using what I learned and it felt great!”
6. Conclusions
As Tarrant et al. (2014, 2015) and Reilly et al. (2016) assert, combining a focus on sustainability with
a location abroad, offers students a singular opportunity to learn and grow that cannot be replicated on
their home campus. Our experience with the Edinburgh: City and Environment program supports this
assertion. Walking tours, field activities, sustainability diaries, green spaces surveys, and other forms of
experiential learning afford students the opportunity to learn about urban planning and sustainability
outside the traditional classroom setting. And as Christiansen and Fischer (2010) discovered—and we
validate—infusing study abroad with a “green living” component reinforces the concepts students
learn while enrolled in the program, and hopefully, extends those behaviors indefinitely into the future.
By incorporating a historical component and devoting special attention to issues of equity—an aspect
of sustainability too often neglected in our opinion—we hope students come to appreciate that the
urban landscape they are interacting with is more than a collection of buildings and streets. It is the
product of myriad decisions made in the past. Understanding the forces that produce the landscapes
we see today is the first step in a process that will allow us to plan for a future that is truly more
sustainable and just.
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